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associated error as the sum of terms arising from nonlinear interactions between
parameter perturbations and noise (natural variability) in the model simulations used to
construct the predictions. Both error terms were assumed to be independent of location in
parameter space (and hence climate sensitivity). The first term was estimated by verifying
our statistical predictions against simulations made with 13 model versions containing
multiple parameter perturbations and simulating climate sensitivities in the range
3.1–4.9 8C. The second term was estimated from the long STD experiment (See
Supplementary Information). Each of our 21 £ 4 £ 106 predictions of l was then
expressed as a gaussian distribution accounting for its expected error. A PDF of feedback
strength was derived by combining the resulting 21 £ 4 £ 106 distributions, each weighted
according to the probability of the relevant value of l std.This was converted into a PDF of
climate sensitivity using DT ¼ DQ/l, giving the blue PDF in Fig. 3. The red PDF was
derived in the same manner, except that a further weighting of exp(20.5CPI2) was applied
to each of the gaussian distributions of l. Results from our 13 verifying multiple
perturbation experiments showed that our statistical predictions of CPI were close to the
simulated values and that the predictions of l carried a standard error of about
0.15 Wm22 K21, arising mainly from the nonlinear effects of combining parameter
perturbations29.
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How evolutionary changes in body size are brought about by
variance in developmental timing and/or growth rates (also
known as heterochrony) is a topic of considerable interest in
evolutionary biology1. In particular, extreme size change leading
to gigantism occurred within the dinosaurs on multiple
occasions2. Whether this change was brought about by accelerated growth, delayed maturity or a combination of both processes is unknown. A better understanding of relationships
between non-avian dinosaur groups and the newfound capacity
to reconstruct their growth curves make it possible to address
these questions quantitatively3. Here we study growth patterns
within the Tyrannosauridae, the best known group of large
carnivorous dinosaurs, and determine the developmental
means by which Tyrannosaurus rex, weighing 5,000 kg and
more, grew to be one of the most enormous terrestrial carnivorous animals ever. T. rex had a maximal growth rate of 2.1 kg d21,
reached skeletal maturity in two decades and lived for up to 28
years. T. rex’s great stature was primarily attained by accelerating
growth rates beyond that of its closest relatives.
Stemming from more than a century of investigation, considerable understanding of tyrannosaurid osteology4, myology5, neurology6, behaviour7,8, physiology3,9, physical capabilities10,11 and
phylogeny12,13 have been gained. Lacking are empirical data on
tyrannosaurid life history such as growth rates, longevity and
somatic maturity (adult size) from which the developmental possibilities for how T. rex attained gigantism can be formally tested.
Recent advances in techniques for determining the ages at death
of dinosaurs by using skeletal growth line counts3,14, coupled with
developmental size estimates3, make quantitative growth-curve
reconstructions for dinosaurs feasible. These methods have been
used to study growth rates in two small theropods, a small and a
large ornithischian and a medium-sized and a gigantic sauropodomorph3. These data were used to derive a regression of body mass
against growth rate and to generalize broadly about non-avian
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dinosaur growth3. However, because of the phylogenetically disparate
nature of these data (that is, none are close outgroups to one another)
it has not been possible to use them to infer how specific cases of size
change occurred within dinosaurian sub-clades such as the Tyrannosauridae. Such an understanding requires multi-species sampling
at low taxonomic levels (that is, among closely related species) and
access to growth series spanning juvenile through adult stages, a rarity
among extinct dinosaurs15. Furthermore, it requires the capacity to
account for growth line losses due to medullar cavity hollowing and
cortical remodelling16, two processes that are pervasive in the major
weight-bearing bones from large theropods such as tyrannosaurids.
The sampling problem has been overcome in North American
tyrannosaurids. A flurry of recent discoveries has greatly increased
the number of substantially complete specimens representing
various growth stages available for study. For example, more than
30 T. rex specimens are known4,17, compared with only 11 reported
in 1993 (ref. 18; see Supplementary Information). Recent work has
broadened the developmental representation of these animals by
showing that several purported ‘dwarf ’ tyrannosaur species are
juveniles of larger, previously recognized forms such as
T. rex12,13,19,20. Finally, preliminary analyses for this research revealed
that several non-weight-bearing bones in tyrannosaurids (for
example pubes, fibulae, ribs, gastralia and postorbitals) did not
develop hollow medullar cavities and showed negligible intracortical remodelling during their entire life history (Fig. 1). Like major
long bones, these elements are effective for assessing longevity in
living reptiles (Fig. 1)21,22 and hence provide a viable alternative
method for determining the age at death of extinct reptiles such as
tyrannosaurids.
Here we exploit these findings to determine the pattern of growth
in T. rex and three of its close tyrannosaurid relatives. We then use
character optimization methods23 to infer how T. rex attained giant
proportions among tyrannosaurids. Finally, this new evidence is
used to further our understanding of tyrannosaurid biology. In
performing these analyses, we sampled several amedullar bones
from adolescent, juvenile, sub-adult and adult representatives of the
North American Late Cretaceous tyrannosaurids Albertosaurus
sarcophagus, Gorgosaurus libratus, Daspletosaurus torosus and
T. rex. Longevity in each of the 20 specimens was assessed from
line counts in histological sections by using polarizing, dissecting
and reflected-light microscopy (Fig. 1)3,14. Conservative estimates of
body mass (see Supplementary Information) were made by using
femoral circumference measures24. Longevity and size data were
plotted and least-squares regression was used to determine the first
empirical growth curves for tyrannosaurids3. The length and timing
of the various developmental stages and the maximal growth rates
for each taxon were compared25. The results were examined in an
evolutionary context23 by using two competing phylogenetic
hypotheses for the Tyrannosauridae12,13.
Sampled longevities for T. rex ranged from 2 to 28 years and
corresponding body mass estimates ranged from 29.9 to 5,654 kg
(Table 1). The transition to somatic maturity in this taxon seems to
have begun at about 18.5 years of age (Fig. 2). At least one individual
(exemplified by FMNH (The Field Museum) PR 2081), showed
evidence for prolonged senescence in the form of conspicuously
narrow pericortical growth-line spacing (Fig. 1). Maximal growth
rates in T. rex were 2.07 kg d21 and such exponential rates were
maintained for about 4 years (Fig. 2). The longevity estimates for
T. rex outgroups ranged from 2 to 24 years and corresponding body
sizes spanned from 50.3 to 1,791 kg (Table 1). Somatic maturity
occurred at between 14 and 16 years in these taxa (Fig. 2). Like T. rex,
at least some exceptionally large individuals of A. sarcophagus and
D. torosus showed narrow pericortical growth-line spacing indicative of the onset of senescence. The maximal growth rates for the
three smaller tyrannosaurid taxa ranged from 0.31 to 0.48 kg d21;
such exponential stage rates were also maintained for about 4 years
(Fig. 2). Optimization of growth rates onto the two current
NATURE | VOL 430 | 12 AUGUST 2004 | www.nature.com/nature

phylogenetic hypotheses of tyrannosaurid relationships suggests
that a 1.5-fold acceleration in maximal growth rate might diagnose
Tyrannosaurinae (the clade comprising Daspletosaurus and Tyrannosaurus13,19, Fig. 2). A second substantial increase in growth rate
optimizes as a physiological autapomorphy of Tyrannosaurus irrespective of phylogenetic hypothesis and optimization criterion.
T. rex is notable for its great size, which is at least 15-fold greater
than the largest living terrestrial carnivorous animals today and
second only to Giganotosaurus26 among theropod dinosaurs. How
did it attain such great proportions within the Tyrannosauridae?
From the two competing hypotheses of tyrannosaurid phylogeny it
is most parsimonious to conclude that T. rex acquired the majority
of its giant proportions after diverging from the common ancestor
of itself and D. torosus, a species with an optimized body mass of
about 1,800 kg. Direct comparison between the tyrannosaurid
growth curves shows that the transition to the exponential and
stationary phases of development occurred about 2–4 years later in
T. rex (Fig. 2). However, such temporal post-displacement had little
to do with the evolution of its gigantism because the exponential

Figure 1 Growth-line counts in tyrannosaurids and reptiles of known ages. a, Thinsectioned Gorgosaurus fibula (FMNH PR 2211). The growth record in this element is
complete and shows five growth lines (arrows), indicating that it died early in its sixth year
of life. b, Haematoxylin-stained fibula from an 8-year-old alligator (Alligator
mississippiensis) showing the expected seven growth lines. Inset, gastralia (unstained)
from 9-year-old A. mississippiensis showing the expected eight growth lines and the
chemical label used to verify the periodicity of ring formation. c, Tyrannosaurus rib (FMNH
PR 2081) showing the 15th to 19th growth lines. Inset, external fundamental system16
with nine tightly spaced growth lines, indicating late-adulthood senescence and growthrate attenuation.
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Table 1 Specimens, size measures, and longevity data
Taxon

Specimen no.

Elements examined

Femoral length (cm)

Body mass (kg)

Longevity (years); no. of growth lines in EFS

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Tyrannosaurus rex

Gorgosaurus libratus

Albertosaurus sarcophagus

Daspletosaurus torosus

FMNH PR 2081
RTMP 81.12.1
RTMP 81.6.1
ICM 2001.90.1
LACM 23845
AMNH 30564
LACM 28471
RTMP 94.12.602
RTMP 73.30.1
RTMP 99.33.1
RTMP 86.144.1
FMNH PR 2211
RTMP 81.10.1
AMNH 5432
USNM 12814/AMNH 5428
RTMP 86.64.01
RTMP 2002.45.46
FMNH PR 308
AMNH 5438
RTMP 94.143.1

G, R, F, OLB
R, OLB
G, R, OLB
G, R
P, OLB
G, R, F
R, C
R, G, OLB
F, OLB
G, F, OLB
R, F, OLB
G, R, F, OLB
G, R, F, OLB
P, F
R
R, F, OLB
F, OLB
G, R
R
G, OLB

134.5
128.4 est.
120
116.8 est.
98.9
98
25.2 est.
91.6
80.4 est.
75
54.2
44.5
89.5
99.3 est.
86.0 est.
78.2 est.
31.6 est.
96.0 est.
84.1 est.
62.6 est.

5654
5040
3230
2984
1807
1761
29.9
1105
747
607
229
127
1142
1282
1013
762
50.3
1791
1518
496

28; 9
22
18
16
14
15
2
18
14
14
7
5
24; 2
22
18
15
2
21; 5
17
10

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
FMNH, The Field Museum; RTMP, Royal Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontology; ICM, Indianapolis Children’s Museum; LACM, Los Angeles County Museum; AMNH, American Museum of Natural History;
USNM, United States National Museum. R, rib; G, gastralia; F, fibula; P, pubis; C, dermal skull bones; OLB, other long bones; est., estimated; EFS, external fundamental system16.

stage, during which most body size is accrued25, was not extended
beyond the ancestral, 4-year condition observed in other tyrannosaurids. Rather, the key developmental modification that propelled
T. rex to giant proportions was primarily through evolutionary
acceleration in the exponential stage growth rate and the transition
zones bounding it. This is reflected in the regions of maximal slope
on the growth curves depicted in Fig. 2 and holds true regardless of
which evolutionary hypothesis is correct and how the maximum
growth rates are optimized. Notably, this method of attaining
gigantism contrasts with that in the largest crocodilians and lizards,
where ancestral growth rates were retained and the exponential
stages lengthened27. How other dinosaurs attained gigantism within
their respective sub-clades will serve as an interesting line of inquiry
in the future. Does the same pattern of acceleratory growth seen
here characterize the means by which all or most members of the
Dinosauria attained great size?

Besides revealing how the evolution of T. rex gigantism was
obtained, the data garnered here provide for a more comprehensive
understanding of tyrannosaurid biology. For instance the presence
of thin, tightly packed growth lines late in development (Fig. 1)
shows that these animals, like nearly all (if not all) dinosaurs, had
determinate growth3,14. They would not have gained an appreciably
greater size than the largest specimens studied here and could spend
nearly 30% of their lives as full-grown adults (Fig. 2). In addition,
the maximal growth rates for these tyrannosaurid species are only
33–52% of the rates expected for non-avian dinosaurs of their size
when compared with the more broadly sampled data of Erickson
et al.3. This provides the first evidence of its kind pointing to major
differences in whole body growth rates among a non-avian dinosaur
sub-clade. Such findings are not unexpected because similar patterns (for example primates within Eutheria) occur within living
vertebrate groups28. Our findings also have a bearing on the

Figure 2 Logistic growth curves for Tyrannosaurus and three related tyrannosaurids. Note
that the exponential stages (the regions of maximal slope) are similar in duration but differ
in slope (that is, growth rates). Regression equations (mass in kg, age in years) are as
follows: T. rex, mass ¼ {5,551/[1 þ e20.57(age 2 16.1)]} þ 5, r 2 ¼ 0.953; D. torosus,

mass ¼ {1,728/[1 þ e20.44(age 2 12.1)]} þ 5, r 2 ¼ 0.992; G. libratus,
mass ¼ {1,234/[1 þ e20.38(age 2 12.4)]} þ 5, r 2 ¼ 0.950; A. sarcophagus,
mass ¼ {1,218/[1 þ e20.43(age 2 14.1)]} þ 5; r 2 ¼ 0.985.
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biomechanical capacities of tyrannosaurids. T. rex’s capacity for ‘fast
running’ was biomechanially infeasible after a body mass of about
1,000 kg was attained11. This corresponds to a juvenile-sized animal
just 13 years of age on the basis of our longevity data and
conservative estimates of body mass (Fig. 2). If we assume that
the same relationship held true for the smaller tyrannosaurid
species studied here, such locomotory limitations would not have
emerged until these animals were much closer to adult size (Fig. 2).
Finally, a glimpse into the potential population age structure for a
dinosaur is also afforded from these data. Currie7 has described a
catastrophic death assemblage consisting of eight or nine A.
sarcophagus specimens thought to represent an entire pack or a
subset of one. On the basis of femoral lengths, the age and
developmental stage of each animal can now be estimated. The
group seems to have consisted of two or three older adults ,21 or
more years of age, one ,17-year-old young adult, four ,12–17year-old sub-adults that were undergoing exponential stage growth
at the time of death, and one ,10-year-old juvenile that was
beginning the transition to exponential stage growth. A reopening
of the site has revealed at least one more specimen (RTMP (Royal
Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontology) 2002.45.46) shown here to be
only 2 years old (Table 1). This indicates that A. sarcophagus groups,
whether temporary or permanent, might have been composed of
individuals spanning the age spectrum from adolescents to very old,
senescent adults, a finding consistent with trackway evidence for
A
other theropod dinosaurs7.

Methods
Assessments of tyrannosaurid longevity
Growth lines have been shown to form throughout the cranial and post-cranial skeletons
of living tetrapods16,21,22,27 and their annual formative rhythms have been shown in
lepidosaurian and archosaurian (that is crocodilian) outgroups to dinosaurs21,22,27. This
indicates that similar annual genesis might have occurred in non-avian dinosaurs such as
tyrannosaurids3. Here we used fibulae, pubes, gastralia, ribs and cranial bones and a few
selected long-bone elements in which medullar cavity expansion and remodelling was not
pervasive. Bones such as these have been shown to have excellent efficacy for assessing
longevity in snakes21 and lizards22, and our own multi-element histological studies on
lizards and crocodilians of known ages from the Florida Museum of Natural History,
Gainesville, and the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, Gainesville,
confirm this (Fig. 1). In cases where some of the earliest-forming tyrannosaur growth rings
were remodelled, losses were accounted for by examining younger individuals in which the
rings were still present or through back-calculation methods3. Inter-elemental
comparisons revealed longevity estimates to within 1 year in all cases, the higher values of
which were used in the longevity assessments.

Body size estimates
To permit comparisons of growth rates between tyrannosaurids and living taxa and to
negate the effects of shape differences, the data were standardized to body mass3 by using a
femoral circumference/body mass regression equation24. This method produces
conservative estimates of body mass29 (see Supplementary Information). Subadult sizes
were determined with the Developmental Mass Extrapolation femoral scaling principle3.
In cases in which the femora were not preserved, the tyrannosaurid long-bone regression
equations of Currie30 were used to estimate the missing measurements.

Reconstruction of growth curves
Age and mass data were contrasted to reveal growth curves for the four tyrannosaurid
species (Fig. 2). All vertebrates show logistic (S-shaped) growth patterns such as these
during post-parturition/hatching development3,25. Hence a logistic equation and leastsquares regression analysis were used to describe the relationship between the data. The
terminology used to refer to the various stages of development is as follows25. The initial,
slow growth phase is referred to as the lag stage. This is followed by the linear exponential
stage during which maximal slope is observed and maximal growth rates occur. Finally,
growth reaches a plateau during the stationary stage. Here we refer to animals in the lag
stage as adolescents, those in transition to the exponential stage as juveniles, those in the
exponential stage as sub-adults, those in transition to the stationary stage as young adults,
and finally animals in the stationary stage as senescent adults. Here, adulthood refers to the
onset of somatic maturity whereby adult size is first attained. Is not known when sexual
maturity for non-avian dinosaurs occurred, because gender has not been established with
certainty for any taxon.

Character evolution analysis
Maximum growth rates were optimized as a continuous character onto two competing
phylogenies for the Tyrannosauridae12,13. The topologies as they pertain to the taxa
sampled are (Albertosaurus, Gorgosaurus (Daspletosaurus, Tyrannosaurus))12 and
((Albertosaurus, Gorgosaurus) (Daspletosaurus, Tyrannosaurus))13. Because no basal
NATURE | VOL 430 | 12 AUGUST 2004 | www.nature.com/nature

tyrannosaurids have been sampled, the basal theropod Syntarsus3 was used to root the
trees. Both linear and squared-changes optimizations were applied23. Both optimality
criteria and all possible topologies suggest that a large increase in growth rate is diagnostic
of the Daspletosaurus–Tyrannosaurus clade (Tyrannosaurinae)13, and a second large
increment in growth rate optimizes as unique to T. rex. The actual magnitude of the
growth rate change reconstructed at ancestral nodes differs with topology and more
drastically with the optimization method. Linear parsimony yields a punctuated pattern
with higher changes at individual nodes, whereas squared-changes parsimony forces a
‘smoother’ distribution on the data but also incurs some counterintuitive deceleration in
growth for the slower-growing basal taxa.
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CORRECTIONS & AMENDMENTS
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Corrigendum: Gigantism
and comparative life-history
parameters of tyrannosaurid
dinosaurs

Gregory M. Erickson, Peter J. Makovicky, Philip J. Currie,
Mark A. Norell, Scott A. Yerby & Christopher A. Brochu
Nature 430, 772–775 (2004); doi:10.1038/nature02699

Questions have been raised about the methods used and conclusions
reached in this Letter1. In revisiting the work, we realized that we did
not provide sufficient methodological details regarding the many
steps that went into our growth curve analysis, although the main
conclusions of the paper were not affected. We regret any misunderstanding that might have resulted. A detailed rationale is available in
the Supplementary Methods and Discussion of this Corrigendum
and the source data are provided as Supplementary Data. We thank
N. Myhrvold for bringing these issues to our attention.
In our reanalysis we found a minor translational mistake affecting the reported growth for Tyrannosaurus, which does not appear
to have contributed to Myhrvold’s concerns (details can be found in
the Supplementary Methods and Discussion to this Corrigendum.)
The correct equation is Mass = (5,649/[1 + e−0.55(Age−16.2)]) + 5. This
produces a maximal growth rate of 758 kg yr−1 using points closely
bounding the inflection point and 774 kg yr−1 using the instantaneous
equation. The reported value was 767 kg yr−1. This slight discrepancy
(see the corrected Fig. 2 in the Supplementary Methods and Discussion
to this Corrigendum) does not compromise our conclusion that
Tyrannosaurus primarily achieved gigantism through evolutionary
acceleration.
Supplementary Information is available in the online version of the Corrigendum.
1.

Myhrvold, N. P. Revisiting the estimation of dinosaur growth rates. PLoS ONE 8,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0081917 (2013).
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